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Try a new way to get the news and keep up with your favourite websites. You can use the "in progress" tab to keep track of
things to come, or turn on the "Trending" tab for the top stories of the day. You can even customize the "Top Sites" area to

prioritize your favourite websites. Microsoft News New Tab will help you get the latest news with highlights from your favorite
sites - all in one place. More than 5,000 websites are ready to serve you their latest stories, so make sure you check them all.

Microsoft News New Tab is available for both Windows and macOS. Screenshot: Tags: Chrome, Microsoft News, News New
Tab, News New Tab Extension, news, tab, tab extension, tab extension for Chrome Reduce dependence on any particular

product. Depend on what you like, not on what is popular. Learn to do without it. It's just a "good thing" and you won't miss it.
Share this post Link to post Share on other sites I think it is interesting that I use Chrome so frequently, and yet I actually use

Edge. I know Google isn't biased, but I must say that the results of Windows 10 and Edge were more than excellent. On a
personal level, I may find Firefox to be more convenient, but Edge is great. And for that reason, I hope Microsoft makes it an
independent project, and I hope it isn't pulled out of the Windows OS, and replaced by Edge. It would make the most sense.

Share this post Link to post Share on other sites I use Chrome and I find it to be ok. But it has very bad performance with games
and video. I've tried Edge and it is much better. I know of no browser that has the features Edge does. And I get the news there.
It's still not the same as on Microsoft though. But it's much better than the default Chrome. Share this post Link to post Share on
other sites The experience is definitely superior. If you've used Chrome previously, you'll notice the experience is now familiar.

Microsoft has built the news tab with a similar presentation as it's own browser and in some ways has made it more polished.
The default tab on Chrome is black, and has very subtle icons. That's no longer the case. Edge builds upon that
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Microsoft News New Tab is a Chrome extension that allows you to enjoy the new tab page on your Chrome browser. Enjoy
news from Microsoft and weather forecasts. You can even search for something on Bing. GooglePlay Comments Pavel Sept 26,

2017 Microsoft News New Tab Description Windows 10 Sony Aug 23, 2017 It's awesome Windows Aug 23, 2017 I'm really
liking this! Windows Aug 23, 2017 This is a good extension. Windows Aug 21, 2017 Windows Jul 29, 2017 Windows Jun 29,
2017 I would suggest that people leave a comment, maybe this one has been answered already. Windows Jul 29, 2017 I have
been using this extension since it first came out, but now, the interface has changed and I can not for the life of me find the

extension. If someone could help me find it, I would be greatly appreciative. Windows Jul 29, 2017 Windows Jul 29, 2017 The
interface looks similar to this one: Windows Jul 29, 2017 I hope someone can help me. Windows Jul 29, 2017 There is only one

Microsoft News New Tab. Does anyone have this installed? Windows Jul 29, 2017 Windows Jul 29, 2017 Windows Jul 29,
2017 Windows Jul 29, 2017 Windows Jul 29, 2017 Windows Jul 29, 2017 Windows Jul 29, 2017 Windows Jul 29, 2017

Windows Jul 29, 2017 Windows Jul 29, 2017 Windows Jul 29, 2017 Windows Jul 29, 2017 Windows Jul 29, 2017 Windows Jul
29, 2017 Windows Jul 29, 2017 Windows Jul 29, 2017 Windows Jul 29, 2017 Windows Jul 29, 2017 Windows Jul 29, 2017

Windows Jul 29, 2017 Windows Jul 77a5ca646e
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The News New Tab extension for Chrome allows you to have an Edge-style news page on your Chrome browser, displaying
content from MSN News, Bing News and local news. It also includes weather forecasts for your selected location and the
"Favorites" section that allows you to store web pages for later. Features: · Change the appearance of the "News" section from
the "Chrome New Tab" to "Edge New Tab" · Add and display your local weather forecasts from MSN Weather · Save web
pages you visit to your "Favorites" section · Open the selected tab or pages directly in the "Edge New Tab" window · Easily
switch between Edge New Tab, News and Weather view using the menu bar · Add to Favorites any item from the selected page
· Change the currently displayed weather icons · Customize the size and shape of the search box · Customize the appearance of
the tabs displayed at the bottom of the page · Control the size of the tabs · Set the level of importance of the news · Set the level
of importance of the weather · Choose the default font and size for all of the text displayed on the page · Set the current time
and date of your choice · Set the default highlight color of the text displayed on the page · Control whether or not to display the
favicon next to the URL · Choose between displaying the favicon next to the URL or on the tab · Choose between displaying a
link to the title of the URL or to the URL · Choose between displaying the number of unread updates for each section · Choose
whether to display a table or a list of links for the news · Choose whether to show a summary or the full version of the news ·
Choose whether or not to display the "New" button in the top menu bar · Add and display your local weather forecasts from
MSN Weather · Set the date and time to your choice · Add the selected page to the Favorites section · Add the page to the "Edge
New Tab" window · Easily switch between Edge New Tab, News and Weather view using the menu bar · Remove the selected
page from Favorites · Change the currently displayed weather icons · Change the top menu style to Google Material Design or
MS Fonts Light · Set the current time and date of your choice · Set the default highlight color of the text displayed on the page ·
Set the font size and

What's New In Microsoft News New Tab?

Quickly get to the news you want. We are excited to announce Microsoft News New Tab, a new way to get the news you want.
Get fast access to the news you want - at the time and place that matter most to you. Explore the best stories on the web in an
intuitive, clear layout. Personalize your experience by keeping your preferred topics and locations front and center. Show your
love for your city. Get an in-depth view of the current day’s weather in a quick and easy to understand display. Get your topics
and locations right in the new tab page. Show off the most popular sites and pages you’ve visited. Search your favorite topics
and websites with Bing. Quickly and easily share links or other items directly from the news page. Change your location,
weather, and news topics on the fly. The Microsoft News New Tab extension allows you to quickly view the news you want: a
simple, fast and useful way to get to the news that matters to you. If you enjoy and value what you just read, please consider
supporting us. Your patronage allows us to continue to create content that keeps society moving forward. See the extension in
action Steps to get Microsoft News New Tab extension working on Chrome 1. Download and install the extension 2. Visit
Microsoft News New Tab site. It’s a direct link to the Chrome store. 3. Locate the Microsoft News New Tab extension and click
on ‘add’ 4. Click the ‘allow’ button to add it to Chrome 5. Finally, refresh your browser for the extension to become visible.
Microsoft News New Tab on Chrome Extensions People are increasingly turning to Google’s Chrome web browser for a variety
of reasons, including the presence of an array of extensions that can make the browsing experience that much better. With a
newly launched extension, Microsoft wants to show you that it’s still the best there is. One of the first extensions to add itself to
the web browser, Microsoft News New Tab is a simple extension that brings you news of what you want when you want to. You
can get access to sports updates, a weather forecast, updates on your family and the latest gadgets. If you use Chrome, you can
get the extension to download, and it won’t be a big hassle. Microsoft News New Tab - A new way to get the news you want
Microsoft News New Tab is a new way to get the news you want. Get fast access to the news you want - at the time and place
that matter most to you. Explore the best stories on the web in an intuitive, clear layout. Personalize your experience by keeping
your preferred topics and locations front and center. Show your love for your city
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System Requirements:

Minimum: OS: Windows 7 or higher Processor: Intel or AMD Dual Core 2.8 GHz or higher Memory: 2GB RAM Graphics:
NVIDIA or AMD ATI HD 3000 or higher DirectX: Version 9.0 Storage: 15GB available space Sound Card: Supports Direct X
11 Recommended: Processor: Intel or AMD Quad Core 2.8 GHz or higher Memory: 4GB RAM Graphics: NVIDIA or AMD
ATI HD
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